A research-level community of mathematicians developed in the United States in the closing quarter of the nineteenth century. Since that time, American mathematicians have regularly paused to assess the state of their community and to reflect on its mathematical output. This paper analyzes a series of such reflections-beginning with Simon Newcomb's thoughts on the state of the exact sciences in America in 1874 and culminating with the 1988 commentaries on the "problems of mathematics" discussed at Princeton's bicentennial celebrations in 1946-against a backdrop of broader historical trends.
"The prospect of mathematics [in the United States] is about as discouraging as the retrospect" [46, p. 288] . So wrote mathematical astronomer Simon Newcomb in an 1874 essay on the state of the exact sciences in America. He was no more optimistic two years later in his assessment of the abstract sciences at the time of the United States' centennial. "When we inquire into the wealth and power of our scientific organizations, and the extent of their publications-when, in fact, we consider merely the gross quantity of original published research," he wrote, "we see our science in the aspect best fitted to make us contemplate the past with humility and the future with despair" [45, p. 116] .
In some sense, Newcomb had every reason to be pessimistic about the development of mathematics and of the mathematical sciences in the United States in the early 1870s. Looking to Europe and universities like those in Berlin and Göttingen, Newcomb saw mathematicians actively engaged both in making original contributions and in imparting that new knowledge directly in their lecture rooms and indirectly through publication. Correlatively, these activities-research, teaching, publication-officially defined the faculty's mission and were encouraged and supported by the government through, in the case of the Prussian universities, the Ministry of Education. Focusing on the situation at home, however, Newcomb found what he termed a "lack of any sufficient incentive to the activity which characterizes the scientific men of other nations, and of any sufficient inducement to make young men of the highest talents engage in scientific research" [46, p. 292 ]. There were no journals in the United States devoted to mathematical research, and, in fact, up to that time all attempts to sustain such publication outlets had failed almost immediately [46, p. 288] , [57, p. 51] . Even if there had been places to publish, there was no shared sense that the advance of knowledge and the communication While Newcomb accurately pinpointed a number of the country's needs in the mid 1870s, he expressed his fundamentally pessimistic view of the future just as a sequence of events was about to take place that would quickly put American science on the kind of course he envisioned. In 1876, the Johns Hopkins University opened in Baltimore as an institution of higher education that emphasized, from its inception, high-level teaching as well as the pursuit and publication of original research by both its faculty and graduate students. 1 The idea, imported largely from Prussia, was that teaching loads should be kept low in order to allow time for research, that through graduate-level courses and seminars faculty would prepare students to enter the ranks of the creative researcher, and that this environment would be mutually conducive to the production of new knowledge. Moreover, to allow for the diffusion of that new knowledge, the university underwrote the publication of journals in a variety of fields, among them mathematics, chemistry, philology, and history. These journals, although they highlighted the work of the Hopkins community, also served as publication outlets for the American intellectual community as a whole and, in so doing, helped provide a key element of the infrastructure that Newcomb found so lacking.
Newcomb's essays thus bring into sharp relief the difficulties inherent in the exercise of taking stock of mathematics in the United States. As soon as such a pronouncement is made, circumstances may change in totally unforeseen ways to affect developments-positive or negative-that were previously unimagined. Ideas and whole areas that seem seminal may swiftly wane in importance. Conflicts that appear intractable may ultimately be resolved. For these reasons, reflective evaluations of the state of the discipline provide a unique perspective not only on how mathematicians view their subject at a given point in time but also on the field's historical trajectory. might seem that, in view of the extraordinary works of the human intellect which mark our age, the safest course would be to predict great discoveries in this and all other branches of science. . . . But it does not follow that our posterity will solve many problems which we have attacked in vain . . . " [47, p. 107] . While this may be true enough, Newcomb's vision of the future did not seem to include the possibility that new avenues of research might open up and that new research agendas might be embraced. Less than ten years after Newcomb put forth his views, David Hilbert first published his Grundlagen der Geometrie (1899) and then laid out his twenty-three mathematical problems at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris in 1900. In the United States, Eliakim Hastings Moore and his students, Leonard Eugene Dickson, Oswald Veblen, and Robert L. Moore at the University of Chicago, together with Edward V. Huntington at Harvard, responded particularly to Hilbert's call for foundational research and defined what would come to be known as the "American school of postulate theory" [66] , perhaps the first geographically extended, thematically oriented, research-level "school" of mathematics to be supported within the context of the emergent American mathematical community [57, pp. 382-387 ], [52] , [7, pp. 15-19] .
This later work, like the ideas singled out in Newcomb's characterization of modern mathematical thought, lay unquestionably in pure-in contradistinction to applied-mathematics. Emory McClintock, an actuary at Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York and the president of the Society at the time Newcomb gave his speech, briefly focused in his retiring presidential address on the disparity in the United States between these two aspects of mathematics. Citing the fact that instruction in the colleges and universities tended to the pure rather than to the applied, McClintock thus concluded that "our young mathematician who says to himself that he will make a discovery is most likely to confine his efforts to that in which he has been most thoroughly instructed, and with which he is therefore the most familiar-the pure science" [40, p. 93] .
While this may have been, in fact, much more likely, applied mathematics was not absent in the United States. Harvard's Benjamin Peirce, although well known today for his ground-breaking work in 1870 on the theory of algebras [58] , [55, pp. 250-261] , was better known in his own day for the rigorous curriculum in the mathematics of celestial mechanics that he taught as early as the mid 1840s [57, pp. 17-20] , for his very precise calculation of the orbit of the planet Neptune (newly discovered in 1846) as well as of Neptune's perturbations by the planet Uranus, and for his guidance of the applied work of the U. S. Coast Survey as its superintendent from 1867 to 1874. Similarly, George William Hill, the third president of what had in 1894 become the American Mathematical Society, pursued his research in celestial mechanics in the context of his position at the Nautical Almanac Office and lectured on the subject at Columbia University for four years in the closing decade of the nineteenth century [5, p. 117] . When Hill devoted his retiring presidential address in December of 1895 to "Remarks on the Progress of Celestial Mechanics since the Middle of the Century", the story he told was one that took place exclusively abroad and largely at the hands of Henri Poincaré in France and Hugo Gyldén in Sweden [36] . Perhaps he was too modest to mention his own seminal work on the three-body problem [35] , [57, pp. 38-39] , but Hill did underscore the difficulty of pursuing such lines of research in the United States. "In America," he argued, "we are not well situated for investigations of this character, on account of the meagreness of our libraries. Of no inconsiderable number of memoirs and even books, having at least some importance in our subject, there exist no copies in the United States. Hence, should an American be inclined to undertake the task of writing the history of our subject, he must at least perform some of the work abroad" [36, p. 126] . Of course, Hill could equally well have included pursuit of the subject at the research level in the latter analysis.
Although Hill singled out no American contributions to celestial mechanics for mention, Robert S. Woodward, professor of mechanics and later of mechanics and mathematical physics at Columbia, presented things differently in his retiring AMS presidential address four years later. Taking as his topic "The Century's Progress in Applied Mathematics", Woodward focused specifically on analytical mechanics, geodesy, dynamical astronomy, observational astronomy, elasticity, and hydromechanics and gave a general overview of nineteenth-century developments in these areas [80] . To be sure, most of those developments, in his view, were European, but he made a special effort to highlight the work of American researchers wherever possible.
For example, Woodward dated the beginnings of geodesy to the work of AlexisClaude Clairaut in mid eighteenth-century France, interpreted it as recast at the hands of Pierre Simon de Laplace and Adrien-Marie Legendre at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and found it significantly systematized and extended by Wilhelm Friedrich Bessel somewhat later in the century [80, p. 142] . Against this backdrop of distinguished European contributors, however, Woodward prominently placed an American. In Woodward's view, "the general character of the circulation of the atmosphere and the meteorological consequences thereof, have been brought within the domain of mathematical research if they have not yet been wholly reduced to quantitative precision. The pioneer in this work was a fellow-countryman, William Ferrel, (1817-1891), who like [George] Green, came near being lost to science through the obscurity of his early environment" [80, pp. 143-144] . Associated during the last half of his life with both the Nautical Almanac Office and the U. S. Coast Survey, Ferrel drew from the mathematics of Laplace's Mécanique céleste in formulating his innovative, if ultimately insufficient, mathematization of the motions of the atmosphere and of the ocean in relation to the rotation of the earth. 2 Woodward, admittedly addressing a partisan audience, held this work in great enough esteem to include mention of it in a thirty-page survey of the history of applied mathematics throughout the whole of the nineteenth century. The research of three other Americans-himself, Hill, and Newcomb-also figured in his account [80, pp. 145, 147 , and 151].
Woodward's nationalistic agenda came out even more forcefully at the close of his address. Referring to the "brilliant progress" made in applied mathematics in the nineteenth century, he asked "what part the American Mathematical Society may play in promoting further advances" [80, p. 162] . His answer to that question was clear. The AMS should foster research in applied mathematics, not, as he put it, by "urging the cultivation of pure mathematics less, but rather [by] suggesting the pursuit of applied mathematics more" [80, p. 163 ]. Woodward's position would be echoed by several of his successors, but despite these counsels, the AMS would come almost exclusively to support pure as opposed to applied mathematics. (On institutional developments in applied mathematics in the United States, however, see below.) As if to counterbalance Woodward's call for the support of applied mathematics in the United States, Yale mathematician James Pierpont took the podium at the Mathematical Congress held in conjunction with the St. Louis World's Fair in September of 1904 to trace "The History of Mathematics in the Nineteenth Century" [59] , while three months later, outgoing AMS president Thomas Fiske used his retiring address to survey "Mathematical Progress in America" [30] . Both men treated pure mathematics exclusively. Fiske With so much evidence of success both at home and abroad, Pierpont clearly felt justified in closing his speech on a note of unrestrained optimism. " [W] e who stand on the threshold of a new century can look back on an era of unparalleled progress," he told his St. Louis audience. "Looking into the future an equally bright prospect greets our eyes; on all sides fruitful fields of research invite our labor and promise easy and rich returns. Surely this is the golden age of mathematics!" [59, p. 159 ]. Pierpont's "we" here perhaps implied the mathematicians of the United States even more than mathematicians in general. Virtually all of the American strides he had documented had been made during the closing quarter of the nineteenth century as a community of research-level mathematicians coalesced within the universities and around the focal point provided by the American Mathematical Society.
The consolidation and growth of American mathematics
With the groundwork for this community solidly laid and with a shared sense of what it meant to be a professional mathematician, Americans in the first four decades of the twentieth century were able to concentrate on maintaining the programs and research agendas already in place and on fostering new initiatives nationwide. During this period, almost thirty institutions, both state-supported and private and located from coast to coast, ran solid doctoral programs in mathematics [9, p. 276] , whereas in 1900 only a handful had truly viable graduate programs in the field [57, p. 432 ].
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This growth was accompanied by significant changes in and augmentation of the infrastructure for mathematics. Already in 1900, the AMS had launched a new journal, its Transactions, in order to provide for the increasing publication needs of its community of researchers. In 1935, it was joined by the Duke Mathematical Journal, so that by 1940 the United States supported five research-level journals in pure mathematics as well as the American Mathematical Monthly. American mathematicians published their paper-length findings in these outlets at home as well as in periodicals abroad, even if they were only beginning to liberate themselves from the German scene relative to the publication of monographs and advanced textbooks [68] . New societies also formed in the first two decades of the century to accommodate what was becoming an increasingly stratified mathematical community [64] . In 1915, after failed negotiations with the AMS to take over the publication of the Monthly, the Mathematical Association of America was created to address the needs of college teachers of mathematics who may or may not have been active researchers. Five years later, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics formed to serve yet another constituency, mathematics teachers at pre-collegiate levels.
While journals and societies had long been standard features of the mathematical infrastructure, external funding became available for the first time for mathematical research in the aftermath of World War I. as an institution solely for the unfettered pursuit of new knowledge. It supported a permanent faculty as well as annual "members" who devoted their time exclusively to research [12] .
All of these developments took place in a mathematical environment characterized, in historian Loren Butler Feffer's words, by "a privileging of pure over applied mathematics, of research over teaching, and of educating future mathematicians over training others who needed advanced mathematical skills" [25, pp. 66-67] . This ideology comes through quite strongly in the lecture E. B. Van Vleck delivered at the University of Chicago before the departments of mathematics, physics, and chemistry at the school's twenty-fifth anniversary celebration in 1916 [74] . Taking as his topic "Current Tendencies of Mathematical Research", Van Vleck asked "What is the dominant problem or central thought in the research of to-day, if there be one?" [74, p. 2] . He immediately answered that "[i]n the field of applied mathematics probably the 'problem of three bodies' can be picked out as par excellence the present-day problem. Already in the hands of Poincaré this had given a first quickening of the fossilized methods of mathematical astronomy" [74, p. 2] . These two sentences-the first finding only one major problem in all of applied mathematics and the second characterizing mathematical astronomy before Poincaré as practically moribund-were essentially the only two sentences devoted to applied mathematics in the lecture. Van Vleck continued that "[i]n pure mathematics, to which I shall confine my attention, the number of conspicuous problems is legion, but above them all there looms . . . the problem of the infinite set. Analysis, geometry, and mechanics alike have been rapidly and increasingly permeated by the point set theory of Georg Cantor, in which the central core is the problem of the infinite set" [74, p. 2] . Pure mathematics, in Van Vleck's view, was vibrant and alive. It teemed with important open problems, the solutions of which promised to unite seemingly disparate subfields. Generalization, but not as he put it "cheap generalization" [74, p. 3] , was the watchword, and he approvingly cited the efforts of Hilbert in axiomatization, Lebesgue in formulating his generalized integral, and E. H. Moore in so-called general analysis [67] as examples of how mathematicians should proceed [74, pp. 9-10] . In sum, Van Vleck held modern mathematics to be "characteristic in its generalized sweep, in its creation and use of refined tools and concepts, in its recasting of the problem so as to make it fertile, and lastly in its attainment of success through point set considerations" [74, p. 13] . For him, it "make[s] tremendous advance when questions of theory rather than calculation are involved" for "the combination of sweeping generalization with rigor is astonishing" [74, p. 13] .
While it is unclear how the physicists and chemists may have greeted Van Vleck's remarks, he was surely preaching to the converted relative to the mathematicians. After all, long-time department head E. H. Moore had been instrumental in spearheading America's move into pure mathematics, even though he himself had cautioned against allowing mathematics to distance itself too much from the physical sciences in his own retiring presidential address in 1902 [42] , [57, pp. 415-418] , [25, pp. 70-71] . Moore's student and now Chicago colleague, Dickson had cultivated abstract algebra, and the Chicago department as a whole had trained scores of researchers particularly in algebra, geometry, and the calculus of variations since its inception in 1892. The Chicagoans had played a leadership role in defining the mathematical profession on American shores in terms of pure, abstract, rigorous mathematics, namely, the mathematics they saw as defining the profession abroad and especially in Germany. 4 Later, in 1916, in his retiring presidential address before the AMS, Ernest W. Brown saw the dominance of purism as potentially harmful in a rapidly changing international political climate.
Brown, like Newcomb and Hill, was a mathematical astronomer and so a researcher more in the applied than in the pure vein. With Europe at war, he recognized the need for hard-core, applied mathematics-numerical methods, curvefitting, the solution of partial differential equations-to address the pressing needs of aviation, meteorology, and other war-related sciences [15, pp. 224-226] . Mathematicians could thus best serve the war effort, especially if the United States were to become involved, by taking on these sorts of very concrete problems. As he put it, "[i]n these wider interests our opportunities for service may come: the readiness and ability that we show in a realization and fulfilment of them will be the chief measure of our success in the past and promise for the future" [15, p. 230 ]. Yet, how could America's mathematicians be ready for such service given the purist bent of their work?
Brown viewed America's mathematicians as isolationist in their purity in much the same way Europe saw the United States as isolationist in its politics prior to its entry into the war. His argument as to the dangers of mathematical isolationism could almost apply mutatis mutandis in the political context. "While every other product of human thought demands aid from outside," he argued, modern pure mathematics stands practically alone. Its laws, its logic, what it seeks and what it finds have no necessary relation to externals in the sense of dependence. . . . Yet one cannot help asking whether it is for the best interests of the subject that it should continue in this isolation. . . . One may argue that isolation produces a pure strain, but is it not also true that an occasional crossing of the breed is necessary to prevent the species from running itself out? [15, pp. 216-217] . The war that raged in Europe in 1916 may have focused Brown on the merits of nurturing "the knowledge of the applied mathematician . . . as the intermediary between the experimentalist and the pure mathematician" [15, p. 221 ], but it would not be until World War II that applied mathematics would begin to gain a solid foothold in the United States (see below).
5 American mathematics of the first four decades of the twentieth century remained largely abstract, and the community'ś elite took great pride between 1920 and 1940 in the advances made in that direction.
Consider, for example, the topics of the retiring presidential addresses during the 1920s. After Johns Hopkins University geometer Frank Morley gave his lighthearted talk on "Pleasant Questions and Wonderful Effects" at the close of 1920 [44] , the remainder of the presidents in the twenties got down to business reviewing and 4 This, of course, is not to say that mathematics of a more applied flavor was ignored at Chicago and elsewhere. To take Chicago as just one of any number of possible examples, Forest Moulton taught courses there in mathematical astronomy, and Dickson wrote a textbook on Plane Trigonometry with Practical Applications (1922) . Nevertheless, the Chicago program-like the programs at many of the schools listed in the previous note-had a largely purist thrust. 5 Dickson, Brown's successor as AMS president, who retired just after the close of the war in December 1918, devoted his address to "Mathematics in War Perspective" [22] . As he saw it, the United States had fallen woefully short in mathematical preparedness compared to England, France, and Germany. He exhorted: "Let it not again become possible that thousands of young men shall be so seriously handicapped in their army and navy work by lack of adequate preparation in" mathematics [22, p. 289 ].
attempting to spur research in a variety of areas. The next three presidents had all been graduate students in E. H. Moore's department at the University of Chicago; their quick succession in the 1920s underscores the success of Moore's educational initiative. Gilbert Ames Bliss, who took over at his alma mater the mantel of the calculus of variations from his adviser Oskar Bolza, spoke in 1922 on "The Reduction of Singularities of Plane Curves by Birational Transformations" [11] . Oswald Veblen, by this time one of the animators of the forward-moving program at Princeton, made "Remarks on the Foundations of Geometry" two years later [75] . George David Birkhoff, the prime mover of mathematics at Harvard and like Veblen a student of E. H. Moore's, gave "A Mathematical Critique of Some Physical Theories" in 1926 [10] .
These former Chicagoans were followed in the presidency by Virgil Snyder of Cornell and Earle Raymond Hedrick, first of the University of Missouri but after 1924 at UCLA. Whereas Bliss, Veblen, and Birkhoff were all home-grown members of the second generation of American research mathematicians, both Snyder and Hedrick had earned their Ph.D.s in Göttingen, Snyder under Felix Klein and Hedrick under Hilbert. Their educational profiles reflect the transition of mathematics at the research level in turn-of-the-twentieth-century America; some would-be mathematicians found programs at home sufficient around 1900, while some still sought their training abroad. By 1930, American mathematical pilgrimages had come almost completely to an end. Regardless of the differences in their initial training, Snyder and Hedrick saw eye-to-eye with Bliss, Veblen, and Birkhoff that research should be highlighted in their presidential addresses. Snyder spoke on "The Problem of the Cubic Variety in S 4 " in August of 1929 [69] , and Hedrick treated "Non-analytic Functions of a Complex Variable" in December of 1931 [33] . Bliss's more historically oriented lecture aside, all of these addresses situated American contributions to some extent within the context of general developments in the field.
Perhaps the greatest celebration of the mathematical endeavor in the United States prior to World War II took place, not surprisingly, in 1938 at the semicentennial of the AMS. At that time, not only did then AMS secretary Raymond C. Archibald publish a book-length history of the Society [5] , but essays were also solicited on what the Committee on Publications termed "eight representative subjects" [1, p. i]-algebra, the algebraic aspects of the theory of differential equations, harmonic analysis, the calculus of variations, geometry, topology, Dirichlet problems, and hydrodynamical stability-in addition to a survey by G. D. Birkhoff of "Fifty Years of American Mathematics" [9] . 6 The overall goals of this collection, according to the Committee, were "both to reveal what has been accomplished in America since the founding of the Society, and also to acquaint mathematicians with current problems and research in many fields" [1, p. i]. The agenda was thus overtly nationalistic. The time was ripe officially to chronicle American achievements.
One essay, Norbert Wiener's on "The Historical Background of Harmonic Analysis", placed the work of contemporary mathematicians internationally in the context of the field's nineteenth-century developments. For example, in sketching the connections between harmonic analysis and statistical mechanics, Wiener focused on the ergodic hypothesis. In his view, "[i]t is one of the greatest triumphs of recent mathematics in America, or elsewhere, that the correct formulation of the ergodic hypothesis and the proof of the theorem on which it depends have both been found by the elder Birkhoff at Harvard" [78, p. 63 
Berkeley department chair Griffith Evans dealt with work related to harmonic analysis as well in his contribution on "Dirichlet Problems" [24] , that is, the set of problems surrounding the assignment of arbitrary continuous boundary values to various types of harmonic functions in the plane (cf.
A number of the other essays championed particular American schools of research. Columbia's Joseph F. Ritt took a narrow focus in his exposition of algebraic aspects of the theory of differential equations, dealing almost exclusively with his own and results obtained by his students Henry W. Raudenbush and Walter Strodt [63] . Similarly, Tracy Y. Thomas, who had earned his Ph.D. under Veblen at Princeton and served on the faculty at his alma mater before moving to UCLA in 1938, concentrated his remarks about "Recent Trends in Geometry" on work championed by Veblen and carried out largely at Princeton in the 1920s and 1930s on mathematizing relativity theory from a geometrical point of view [73] . Although Thomas kept his treatment at a purely technical level, this topic was, in fact, part of Veblen's larger strategy for "selling" mathematics as "relevant" to new funding sources like the Rockefeller Foundation and the National Research Council [25, pp. 73-75] .
Edward J. McShane, who had done his research principally under Lawrence M. Graves at the University of Chicago before eventually taking a professorship at the University of Virginia, took a wider view than either Ritt or Thomas in his account of "Recent Developments in the Calculus of Variations" [41] . Essentially introduced into the United States by Oskar Bolza at the University of Chicago just after 1900, the calculus of variations became somewhat of an American speciality thanks to the success of the Chicago school. Bolza's student and later successor at Chicago, Bliss trained numerous graduate students, among them Graves and Magnus Hestenes, and helped secure both Another area in which American mathematicians can be said to have created well-defined schools in the opening decades of the twentieth century is topology. As a field, topology only emerged toward the end of the nineteenth century and underwent major development thereafter. It was thus a topic that an aspiring mathematician could get in on at the ground level, and the Americans did just that. Finally, in the two essays that had the most overtly nationalistic agendas, Eric Temple Bell tackled algebra [7] and G. D. Birkhoff took on all of mathematics [9] . Both focused exclusively on American achievements. Bell, like Wilder relative to topology, had a particularly triumphal tale to tell. Although James Joseph Sylvester had animated a mathematical school with a fundamentally algebraic thrust at the Johns Hopkins University from 1876 until his departure in 1883 [50] [21] , [56] , [7, p. 10] . Dickson went on to train a generation of algebraists at Chicago, among them his successor there, A. Adrian Albert, and Mina Rees. Rees's doctorate, in particular, exemplifies a small but growing segment of America's mathematical research community in the twentieth century-women [29] , [32] , [27] . Unlike other scientific societies in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the American Mathematical Society neither enforced special membership criteria for women nor barred them from participation. Graduate programs at Chicago and elsewhere also trained women at the doctoral level in the field. Still, jobs for women in mathematics, as in the other sciences, were almost exclusively limited to the women's colleges or to undergraduate institutions where teaching loads were high, salaries low, and incentives for original research minimal. The universities that trained women thus did not tend to hire them; male faculties were viewed as more prestigious. The Depression only exacerbated the problem, since men, as "breadwinners", had priority in hiring. This situation began to improve only in the 1960s and 1970s, owing in part to the Women's The theory of algebras was of particular importance among this early twentiethcentury Chicago school's research interests [7, pp. 29-32] . As early as the 1904-1905 academic year, the Scottish mathematician Joseph H. M. Wedderburn brought his Carnegie fellowship there and proved-in hot competition with Dickson-his seminal result that every finite division algebra is, in fact, a field [77] , [53] . Two years later, he published the fruits of more of the research he had done while at Chicago, namely, his beautifully modern structure theory of algebras [76] , [55] . Dickson then moved this theory forward significantly in his 1923 book, Algebras and Their Arithmetics [20] , [26] . 8 Among the younger generation, Albert focused on the theory of division algebras in the 1930s, and Wedderburn's Princeton doctoral student, Nathan Jacobson, pursued the theory of Lie algebras. This and much other work had put American algebraists at the forefront of the field by 1940.
Although group theory, and especially the theory of linear groups, was also an early focal point of research at Chicago, classificatory work found broad institutionalization in the United States [7, pp. 8-15] . Frank Nelson Cole, longtime professor at Columbia and secretary of the AMS, had studied under Klein in Leipzig and became a major proponent of the theory of permutation groups. He and his students, especially George A. Miller, embraced a research agenda that involved calculating and enumerating all groups of particular types and orders. Although as Bell recognized even in 1938 "some of the earlier work now seems a trifle old-fashioned" [7, p. 15] , it underlay what he termed "one of the most active periods in the history of this country" [7, p. 15] . As is well-known, it revivified spectacularly from the 1950s onward in the form of the massive group effort that resulted in the classification of the finite simple groups [31] .
G. D. Birkhoff largely agreed with Bell's assessment of who the major figures in algebra had been over the fifty-year period from 1888 to 1938, but he was more measured in his evaluation of the import of their work in his essay on "Fifty Years of American Mathematics". In his view, we see that there has been a great algebraic advance in the direction of a unified theory of linear associative algebras and their arithmetics, in which we have taken an important part. But while in Europe certain outstanding classical problems have been solvedsuch as the finiteness of complete systems of algebraic invariants and Waring's problem, both in the affirmative sense by Hilbert-we in America have scarcely reached such exalted heights of algebraic achievement. Notwithstanding this fact, we have every right to be very proud of what has already been accomplished among us [9, p. 292 ]. On the other hand, to Birkhoff's way of thinking, "the field of pure mathematics called analysis is extraordinarily vast and diversified," and Americans have made "very considerable advances" there [9, 292] . The analyst Birkhoff thus devoted a third of his exposition to analysis, while algebra garnered only a seventh of it. The semicentennial addresses were thus, by and large, songs in praise of what their authors saw as fifty years of mathematical achievement where before there had been little. Building on the foundation laid between 1876 and 1900, American mathematicians of the first four decades of the twentieth century pursued their research at a level increasingly competitive with that of Europe. At the same time, they extended the educational opportunities for mathematical aspirants at home. As the affiliations of the mathematicians featured in the semicentennial addresses indicate, programs at a number of universities, like Harvard, Princeton, and, by the end of the period, MIT and Berkeley, made strong moves toward national leadership. Others, like those at Chicago, Hopkins, and Yale, entered a sort of holding pattern. Still others, at Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, and elsewhere, began slow but steady ascents. This period, too, witnessed a strong sense of national pride as well as national boosterism. Ever since Americans started flocking to Europe and particularly to Germany in the 1880s [57, pp. 189-259], the United States had felt-as it was-mathematically inferior to the Continent. By 1940, there was much evidence that that had begun to change, and Americans were quick to herald their accomplishments.
The decade of the 1930s, however, brought a confrontation with that overt nationalism as scores of refugees fled the worsening political situation in Europe and sought asylum in the United States. Leaders of American mathematics such as Veblen and AMS secretary Roland G. D. Richardson labored tirelessly in this Depression era to welcome and to place the displaced scholars, some of whom had been stars of the European mathematical scene. Others, notably Bliss and G. D. Birkhoff, opposed securing jobs for foreigners at the expense of talented Americans [62] . Be this as it may, the influx of European mathematicians, coupled with the eventual outbreak of World War II, decidedly shaped the American mathematical scene in the postwar era.
American mathematics in the postwar era: A cursory overview
Whereas the United States had made a fairly dismal showing in mobilizing science during World War I [23] , it moved with greater dispatch as the Second World War loomed. Warren Weaver, professor and chair of the mathematics department at the University of Wisconsin and after 1932 head of the Natural Sciences Division of the Rockefeller Foundation, led the mathematics initiative, working closely with the director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), Vannevar Bush. Just months after the U. S. entered the war, the Applied Mathematics Panel (AMP) was formed to coordinate and to mobilize mathematicians within the context of the National Defense Research Committee, a subset of the OSRD [49] . Many mathematicians participated, among them Saunders Mac Lane, Richardson, and Whitney as well as the recent emigrés Richard Courant, Jerzy Neyman, and von Neumann. As even this very partial list makes clear, the expertise in applied mathematics of the emigrés not only contributed fundamentally to the American war effort but also prompted what Peter Lax has termed "the flowering of applied mathematics in America" after the war [39] . In the words of historian Larry Owens, the AMP, owing to the efforts of all who served it, "publicize[d] the role of mathematics in the war and thereby promote[d] its continuing importance afterwards. It accelerated the institutionalization of applied mathematics through its support of groups like Courant's at NYU and Richardson's at Brown, schools that were able to translate wartime associations into postwar support" [49, p. 300] (cf. [43] ). The desideratum that Woodward and Brown had emphasized in their lectures before the AMS in the early years of the century was finally supplied, especially after 1950 [19] . Key physical manifestations of this increasing emphasis on more applied research were the extension of industrial research facilities like American Telephone and Telegraph's Bell Laboratories to support both mathematical and statistical inquiry and the founding in 1952 of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics.
Although its evolution in the United States differed markedly from that of applied mathematics, statistics, too, benefitted from the presence of the emigrés and from the overall war effort. After a protracted period of professional differentiation from the social scientists and from the social sciences, mathematical statisticians had formed their own society, the Institute of Mathematical Statistics (IMS), in 1935. By 1938, the IMS had also taken over responsibility for the Annals of Mathematical Statistics, a journal that had been founded in 1929 to serve the needs of the more mathematically and theoretically inclined statistical practitioners. Thus, when refugees like Neyman, William Feller, Mark Kac, and Abraham Wald took up positions in the United States at Berkeley, Brown, Cornell, and Columbia, respectively, they were able to participate in a young, but viable, community of mathematical statisticians.
The war also served to strengthen this community's sense of self. Working through both the AMP and the War Production Board's Office of Production Research, mathematical statisticians "trained industrial workers in methods of statistical quality control, and they developed and implemented means of making the equipment used in the war more effective" [37, p. 23] . In particular, through the AMP, Columbia University's Statistical Research Group devised the method now known as sequential sampling for more efficiently determining when enough data have been gathered and so when to stop an experiment. As a result of the war effort, historian Patti Hunter explained, "mathematical statisticians had succeeded in serving other disciplines while advancing their own professional interests. Having defined a niche for themselves, they now had a place from which to continue promoting and strengthening their community" [37, p. 26] .
The boundaries of the American mathematical community were thus significantly extended in applied directions over the decades of the 1930s and the 1940s. Nevertheless, the country's purist tradition was also never stronger. This came through quite clearly during the course of a three-day symposium hosted by Princeton's Department of Mathematics in 1946 ostensibly to celebrate the university's bicentennial but surely to celebrate equally the return to peacetime pursuits. Called simply "Problems of Mathematics", the meeting brought together some one-hundred recognized leaders from nine countries in nine areas of pure mathematics-algebra, algebraic and differential geometry, mathematical logic, topology, mathematical probability, analysis and analysis in the large, and "new fields"-to discuss promising future research directions in their respective areas. Although the organizers acknowledged the "wide ramifications" of applied mathematics "into many sciences," time, they said, did not permit them to discuss applied mathematics at the conference. Nevertheless, they "would be concerned with its unifying spirit, pure mathematics" [61, pp. 309-310] .
If the definition of future research paths was the pragmatic goal, the organizers also had deeper philosophical ends in mind. "Some schools of mathematics have prided themselves in digging deep wells, others on excavation over a broad area. Progress comes most rapidly by doing both," they asserted.
The increasing tempo of modern research makes these interludes of common concern and assessment come more and more frequently, yet it has been nearly fifty years since much thought has been broadly given to a unified viewpoint in mathematics. It has seemed to us that our conference offered a unique opportunity to help mathematics to swing again for a time toward unification [61, p. 309 ].
Referring to the vision for mathematics inherent in Hilbert's Paris Congress problems of 1900, the organizers obviously felt that the various areas of pure mathematics had grown too isolated over the course of the first half of the twentieth century. And, while it is not clear whether they tacitly advocated the sort of unification Bourbaki was working toward, they did feel the need for dialogue and consensus regarding the future of their subject.
The conference opened with a discussion of algebra followed by algebraic and differential geometry and mathematical logic. Emil Artin chaired the algebra session, which focused on two main lines of development, "one the generalization of known results with an eye toward increasing their scope and learning more of their inner meaning-this is going on at widely different levels of abstractness-and the other is the continuation along classical lines, represented by Brauer's imposing advance" [61, p. 310 ]. Brauer had just proven Artin's conjecture about induced characters and had announced his proof at the symposium [13] . As the conference participants realized, this result represented an important "step in the generalization of class-field theory to the non-Abelian case, which is commonly regarded as one of the most difficult and important problems in modern algebra" [61, p. 311] . As Benedict Gross and John Tate pointed out in their 1989 commentary, this result was a harbinger of the so-called Langlands Program [61, p. 335] . In the late 1960s, Robert Langlands saw the linkage between non-Abelian Galois representations and the theory of automorphic forms on reductive groups that had developed largely at the hands of Harish-Chandra [6] . Langlands's conjectures concerning this linkage sparked much research activity by Langlands himself, by Jean-Pierre Serre and Pierre Deligne, and most recently by Michael Harris and Richard Taylor (in 1998) and independently by Guy Henniart (in 1999). The results of the latter three in particular have been described as "a milestone in algebraic number theory" [65, p. 35] .
The geometry sessions also produced directions for research and new problems to consider, although perhaps with mixed results. Solomon Lefschetz chaired the discussion of algebraic geometry and structured it by considering "new, deeper problems for the classical algebraic geometry over the field of complex numbers contrasted with new methods for developing algebraic geometry over abstract fields" [61, p. 312] . He specifically posed four problems, only the first of which, to "extend the Riemann-Roch theorem to higher dimensions" [61, p. 312] , proved really central to subsequent developments in the field [61, p. 337] . Nevertheless, there was animated discussion about W. V. D. Hodge's then recent work on and conjecture regarding "the rank problem for cycles on the orientable manifold defined by an (irreducible) algebraic variety over the complex numbers" [61, p. 312] and where it might lead. In his modern-day commentary on the session, Herbert Clemens noted that "the authors of the problem list were on target" in their enthusiasm for Hodge theory since "work in [it] motivated by the conjecture has led to some of the deepest mathematics in complex geometry and related fields" [61, p. 338] .
The session on differential geometry seemed less forward-thinking. The two discussion leaders, Václav Hlavaty from Prague and Thomas at Princeton, focused narrowly on their own personal researches and on problems suggested by them. The ensuing discussion was apparently more interesting, with Bochner detailing some of his new work on "relations between the Ricci curvature of a compact Riemann space and the characteristics of vector fields defined over the space" and Zürich's Heinz Hopf calling "attention to [the then] little-known but very suggestive results of Preissmann (1943) and Cohn-Vossen (1935 -1936 On the conference's second day, the discussion moved to topology, the so-called "new fields", and mathematical probability. Two Americans, Deane Montgomery and Norman Steenrod, together with two Europeans, Hopf and J. H. C. Whitehead, structured the opening session on topology "around two main topics: (a) groups of transformations, [and] (b) classification of homotopy classes of maps, fibre bundles and related questions" [61, p. 317] . Montgomery started off by concentrating on compact transformation groups in general and on Hilbert's fifth problem in particular, namely, "[h]ow far Lie's concept of continuous groups of transformations is approachable . . . without the assumption of the differentiability of the functions" [34, p. 12] . This problem had a number of interpretations and spun off numerous related questions. Specifically, Montgomery asked whether "any compact group which acts effectively on a manifold must be a Lie group?" and " [d] oes every periodic transformation of a Euclidean space admit a fixed point?" [61, p. 317] . Although the answer to the first question remains unknown, Pierre Conner and Edwin Floyd addressed the second in 1959 when they provided strong evidence that the answer was in the negative [17] (James Kister modified their example and showed that it was Euclidean space in 1961 [38] Relative to topology, as well as to other of the fields surveyed, the symposium organizers' goal of identifying unifying principles in mathematics seems to have been realized.
The session on "new fields" followed, but these "new" fields were apparently limited in the discussion to "classical problems related to application, and of the need and feasibility of revitalizing work in these fields" [61, p. 318] . This should actually come as no surprise, given that John von Neumann served as the session's chair and its discussants were Evans, Synge, Wiener, and Francis Murnaghan, all mathematicians with decidedly applications-oriented interests. The Princeton conference, which its organizers had unabashedly proclaimed as purist, was thus not immune to the growing strength of applied mathematics! The second day closed in what seemed to be somewhat diffuse deliberations about mathematical probability. A number of noted probabilists and mathematical statisticians participated in the session-among them Harald Cramér, Joseph Doob, William Feller, Harold Hotelling, Mark Kac, Abraham Wald, and Samuel Wilks-but there seemed to be little sense of a shared vision of the field. Hotelling, for example, wondered why statistics was absent from their discussion, while Kac quipped about "the difficulties of further advances in some fields of stochastic processes" [61, p. 321] . "It seems to me," he said, "[the] discussion could be summarized by saying that people were using difference equations to calculate probabilities when they didn't know what probability was, and that now we know what probability is, but can't calculate it" [61, p. 321]. As Doob remarked in his 1989 commentary, the problem in 1946 was that the methods of mathematical probability were still in flux. Kolmogorov had published the seminal text in which he built probability up on a measure-theoretic foundation in 1933. "Unfortunately," as Doob put it, "the significance of his work was not appreciated for years, and some mathematicians sneered that probability should not bury its spice in the bland soup of measure theory, that perhaps probability needed rigor, but surely not rigor mortis" [61, p. 353] . In Doob's view, then, the session on mathematical probability at the Princeton conference was, in some sense, premature.
Analysis took center stage on the symposium's third and final day. In the first session, Marcel Riesz discussed the modern development of potential theory, Antoni Zygmund concentrated on Fourier analysis, and Lars Ahlfors focused on problems associated with the distribution of the values of analytic functions of a complex variable. The second and closing session turned to analysis in the large, the two main tools of which were the calculus of variations and fixed point theory. As the participants recognized, these represented different approaches with different strengths. The lengthy "discussion of their properties and contrasts" [61, p. 324] suggested an underlying sense of a split within the field, as did Morse's division of the session into three separate categories followed by the immediate caveat that this was "all for convenience and has nothing to do with essential differences" [61, p. 323] . Karen Uhlenbeck seemed to confirm that a split proved imminent in her 1989 commentary. Today, she said, the subject "has exploded into dynamical systems, differential topology, minimal surface theory, global differential geometry, analysis on Riemannian manifolds, complex geometry and several complex variables, non-linear elliptic and parabolic equations, nonlinear hyperbolic equations and a whole realm of various subjects in mathematical physics and applied mathematics" [61, p. 357] . As was the case with mathematical logic, the practitioners of analysis in the large in 1946 would probably not have recognized their field four decades later.
If "analysis in the large" was perhaps an unnaturally broad rubric in need of further differentiation, the overall message of unification came through strongly throughout the conference. As Saunders Mac Lane remarked at the closing dinner,
In almost all the conferences we ran across the phenomenon of someone else moving in. I think this is a significant aspect of this conference. When you set out to solve problems in mathematics, even in nicely labelled fields, they may well lead you into some other field. To cite some instances: The logicians moved in on the algebraists, the topologists moved in on the differential geometers (and vice versa), and the analysts moved in on the statisticians [61, p. 325 ].
This sort of intermixing would characterize much of the mathematics of the remainder of the twentieth century (cf. [70] ).
The new research highlighted at the Princeton conference and surely the research projected for the future were carried out in a rapidly expanding postwar environment. These decades found mathematicians engaged in their research, but, as G. Bailey Price emphasized, they also established new journals and edited old ones, revitalized many departments of mathematics and established new graduate programs, conducted summer institutes for high school and college teachers of mathematics, organized and maintained programs of visiting lecturers, established curriculum projects for secondary schools and undergraduate programs, strengthened and expanded their mathematical organizations and created new ones, and developed new organizational arrangements for cooperation on problems of mutual interest [60, p. 379 ].
In particular, the 1950s and early 1960s witnessed the founding of the National Science Foundation (NSF) (1950), the Sputnik launchings (1957), and the entry of the United States into the space race (1961). All of these events spurred American scientists and mathematicians in record numbers in their research as well as in their commitment to effective, quality education [60, p. 382] . For the first time in history, the federal government appropriated large sums of money for the support of science and its infrastructure. Federal grants, primarily from the NSF, funded mathematical projects from the mammoth classification of the finite simple groups in the 1980s, long under the direction of Daniel Gorenstein at Rutgers University [31] , to the solution of the four-color problem in 1977 by Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken, both then of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [3] , [4] , to the proof of Fermat's Last Theorem in 1995 by Princeton's Andrew Wiles [81] , [72] . With this sort of support, however, came greater responsibilities. Science policy, that is, politics at the federal level, increasingly became something that scientists had to confront, especially in the 1980s and 1990s. These and many other factors-the computer, new waves of mathematical immigration from the former Soviet Union, China, and elsewhere, the tightening of the federal budget relative to basic research-shaped the American mathematical scene at the end of the twentieth century, but that is a story that only the historian of the late twenty-first century will be in a position to tell.
One thing is certain. During the twenty-five-year period from 1876 to 1900, an American community of research mathematicians emerged where none had been before. This community consolidated and grew over the next fifty years to the point where American mathematicians could stand on their own relative to the Europeans who had always been their standard-bearers. Still, as witnessed both in the semicentennial addresses of 1938 and to a lesser extent at the Princeton conference in 1946, there was very much a sense of an American accomplishment, of national pride and boosterism even at mid-century. By 1988 and the centennial of the AMS, American mathematics had truly come into its own. The speakers at the centennial conference, "Mathematics into the Twenty-First Century", no longer felt compelled to stress American results. The areas they surveyed were the product of an international effort in which they were full partners [14] . By the closing decades of the twentieth century, the dream of those early activists like E. H. Moore had been realized: American mathematicians no longer looked to others as standard-bearers; they were among the standard-bearers themselves.
